IMSS Academic Media Technologies and Communications

**Project: To support and promote Caltech’s various scientific discoveries and events**

This team embodies undeniable dedication to the Caltech community. They are the team behind the scenes keeping the Caltech campus connected through videoconferences, sound system support, livestreaming, slideshows, history clips, videos, webcasts, YouTube postings and many more. This team has covered amazing Caltech events such as the annual Caltech Commencement which they livestream for all to view, President Rosenbaum’s Inauguration, the MSL landing, the TEDxCaltech events, the Science and Symposium conference and Dr. Zewail Gala, all of Stephen Hawking’s Caltech talks, and the Caltech’s MOOCs including Professor Yaser Abu-Mostafa on Machine Learning which they livestreamed. They have produced outstanding videos for the LIGO announcement of gravitational waves, student-led campus tours and the Nobel Laureate series, including creating award winning videos such as the animation and news story about Dr. Richard Andersen’s neuroprosthetic, robotic arm and so many more. They are here to support with audio visual services the Watson lectures, KISS public lectures, HR events, memorial services, dedication ceremonies for new buildings, and the list goes on and on. Their creativity and hard work is beyond compare as they create numerous videos and slideshows to promote Caltech’s scientific discoveries and events. The team is small only eight people but their devotion to Caltech is enormous they strive for perfection in every assignment and are at all times, always supportive of each other I think that this is what makes their team remarkable. The team is the IMSS Academic Media Technologies and Communications.